Name_________________________

• Identify the suffix, root, and prefix of each of the following words and the meaning of each.
• Include all possible meanings of the prefix and suffix.
• If there is no prefix or suffix, write N/A.
• Some words may have more than one prefix or suffix (the asterisk indicates that the word has more than one prefix or suffix). If this is the case, please list all prefixes/suffixes and their meanings.
• Please send the quiz to me as a pages or word document, or as a PDF, by 10.45 am on Tuesday.

1. epigraphy
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

2. apostolic
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

3. parabolic
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

4. * hypercritical
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

5. anticline
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

6. metaphor
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

7. aphagia
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

8. * anecdote
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
   root: ______________ meaning: ________________
   prefix: ______________ meaning: ________________

9. * dramatist
   suffix: ____________  meaning: ________________
10. diagnosis
   root: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   prefix: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   suffix: ____________
   meaning: ______________

11. synthesis
   root: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   prefix: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   suffix: ____________
   meaning: ______________

12. hypothesis
   root: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   prefix: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   suffix: ____________
   meaning: ______________

13. eugenics
   root: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   prefix: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   suffix: ____________
   meaning: ______________

14. amphibian
   root: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   prefix: ____________
   meaning: ______________
   suffix: ____________
   meaning: ______________